
TIPS SHEET - FRANCE MEETING SUNDAY, 15 MAY 2022

RACE 1 6:50 PM  |  $14,000  |  NANCY  |  2500m
 	12	 SIGNORINA GINA (FR) Ran a better race last start to finish third at Paray-Le-Monial over 3000m. One of the

main hopes. 

 	 3	 SILVER MAGIC (FR) Rates the main danger on the back of a 4.75L third in a 2125m event at Wissem-
bourg. 

 	 5	 TEXAS BRIGHT MOON Has ability and is one of the chances. 

 	 7	 HORSE BOREAL (FR) Has a solid record at the track and steps up 500m in distance here. Can lift on his 
last start fifth over 2000m at Strasbourg. Not out of it. 

 	 1	 HACKLE SETTER (USA) Finished fifth beaten 6 lengths last start over 2125m at Wissembourg. Better placed 
and expected to go well.

RACE 2 7:23 PM  |  $23,000  |  PARISLONGCHAMP  |  2200m
 	 3	 IPPAROCK (IRE) Arrives having finished runner-up in a pair of Saint-Cloud claimers recently. Unex-

posed in handicap company and hard to rule out if finding further improvement. 

 	 4	 LIFTING SPIRIT (IRE) Open to improvement for a top yard. 

 	10	 VAL DE GRACE (FR) Needs to find improvement now handicapping but that is possible. Market check
required.

 	 2	 MONTANEL (FR) 7L fourth in a 1800m claimer at Evreux last outing. Place looks best having changed 
hands subsequently.

 	 5	 LILAS DE FRANCE (IRE) Fifth in a 2000m handicap at Compiegne last outing. May need a bit more off the
same mark.

RACE 3 7:58 PM  |  $55,000  |  PARISLONGCHAMP  |  2200m
 	 1	 KNOW THYSELF (IRE) Good second in the G3 Prix Vanteaux over 1800m here latest. Leading claims.

 	 5	 LA PARISIENNE (FR) Looked classy when winning a Class One over 2100m by 2.5L at Saint-Cloud. 
Claims.

 	 3	 BLUE WINGS (FR) Won the Listed Prix Delahante at Marseille-Borely last year. Solid runner-up in a 
Class One conditions event at Lyon-Parilly three weeks ago. Contender.

 	 6	 TROP PRETE (FR) Surely better than that and worth another chance.

 	 4	 HIDDEN DIMPLES (IRE) Frankel filly who steps up in class following a 0.5L Saint-Cloud maiden win. Interest-
ing. 

RACE 4 8:33 PM  |  $100,000  |  PARISLONGCHAMP  |  2000m
 	 4	 HATTAL (FR) Top-class performer who made it six wins in a row with success in the G2 Prix de 

Carthage at Toulouse three weeks ago. Tough to beat. 

 	 5	 IBN GADIR (UNR) 1.25L runner-up behind Hattal in the G2 Prix de Carthage at Toulouse. Dangerous. 

 	 8	 HARGAN (FR) Shaped well when second in the G3 Sheikh Mansoor Festival - Prix Dormane at La 
Teste eighteen days ago. Expected to be involved at the business end.

 	 3	 JARIF (FR) Market check needed on stable debut. 

 	 1	 HM AL SAKEB (FR) Showed up well when third in the G2 Prix de Carthage at Toulouse 21 days back. 
Noted.
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RACE 6 9:55 PM  |  $600,000  |  PARISLONGCHAMP  |  1600m
 	 7	 MODERN GAMES (IRE) Looks the one to beat for a yard who have made an excellent start this year in the 

three-year-old division. 

 	 8	 TRIBALIST Remains open to progress and hard to dismiss for a yard that have won this twice.

 	13	 ANCIENT ROME (USA) Hard to rule out for a yard with an excellent record in this race. 

 	10	 LASSAUT (FR) Yard won this in 2017 and 2018 and he must be included from an excellent draw. 

 	15	 BAYSIDE BOY (IRE) High-class two-year-old who was last seen finishing a solid 1.75L third in the G1 
Vertem Futurity Trophy Stakes over this trip at Doncaster (UK). 

RACE 7 10:30 PM  |  $70,000  |  PARISLONGCHAMP  |  2100m
 	12	 COSMAS (FR) Could hardly have come any closer to a first success when runner-up in a Class 

Two handicap over 1850m here latest. Major contender.

 	 5	 FOREST OF WISDOM Twice a winner from seven starts and ran well when runner-up over 2000m in a
Class Two conditions event at Fontainebleau. Player on handicap debut. 

 	 1	 KENWAY (FR) Solid third in a 2000m Class One at Saint-Cloud latest. Noted.

 	 2	 BAKHCHISARAY (FR) Makes stable debut having finished runner-up in a Class Two conditions event over
2000m at Marseille-Borely last outing. Remains open to progress in handicap com-
pany. 

 	11	 HAVE DANCER (FR) Finished fourth in a trio of Class Two handicaps of late including over 1850m at this
venue latest. Thereabouts.

RACE 5 9:15 PM  |  $500,000  |  PARISLONGCHAMP  |  1600m
 	 8	 CACHET (IRE) Took her form to a new level this season when virtually making all for a narrow suc-

cess in the G1 1000 Guineas Stakes over this distance at Newmarket (UK). The one 
to beat on the figures. 

 	14	 TOY (IRE) Major player for powerful connections. 

 	 7	 ROSACEA (IRE) Recorded a fourth win from five outings when taking out the G3 Prix de La Grotte 
over course and distance on reappearance. Major chance and looks the pick of the 
French contingent.

 	 4	 JUMBLY UK raider who finished a good 0.5L second in the G3 Dubai Duty Free Stakes at 
Newbury (UK) on her seasonal reappearance. Live each-way candidate.

 	10	 MANGOUSTINE (FR) Hard to put anyone off her as a solid each-way proposition. 


